
ISLANDS
IN A DESERT SEA
1x50’ min - Filmed in HD - A Sharkbay Films Production
Shot on land, from the air, and under water, this film reveals the stunning variety of wildlife  
which flourishes on the remote islands around the desert seas of Baja California. The islands may 
be barren but oceanic upwellings around them draw in massive schools of fish - together with an 
impressive array of predators.



The Baja peninsula and the seas surrounding it are among the planet’s richest and most 
spectacular environments. The islands scattered along its desert shores and in the open 
Pacific ocean to its south, have proved inhospitable to mankind but provide sanctuaries for 
a variety of creatures once hunted close to extinction. 

The thousand mile long finger of land that runs north to south in the eastern Pacific ocean 
creates the virtually land-locked Sea of Cortez. Baja is one of the planet’s longest peninsulas, 
a desolate landscape of rock and scrub, of wind sculpted sand dunes and forests of giant 
cacti. In the arid desert creatures still survive that were here when sabre toothed tigers 
roamed. And in the desert seas, and in the string of islands that continue south below the 
Baja California peninsula, natural phenomena occur that date back as long.

Every year, these desert shores greet a massive migration of Grey whales, which have made 
the long journey from Alaska to calve in the warm protected lagoons. Hundreds of the 
whales gather each year, and after the calves are born they remain in the lagoons to be 
suckled and nurtured ready for the long journey back north. Greys aren’t the only whales to 
winter here – giant Humpbacks also nurture their young in the safety of the desert sea.

We also reveal one of nature’s strangest spawning runs which occurs at specific stages of 
the moon and tide when thousands of Silver grunion hurl themselves onto the beaches to 
lay their eggs. On the highest of tides, the females burrow tail first into the sand, and the 
males wrap themselves around to fertilise the eggs, eggs that will hatch when the next high 
tide reaches the buried clutch.

Huge schools of Mobula rays congregate in the Sea of Cortez at the same time every year – 
thousands gathering in undersea clouds, and leaping from the ocean in a synchronised 
ballet. And late in the year colonies of sea lions feed on schools of anchovies to nurture 
their pups.

We also profile Cabo de Pulmo, a remote fishing village which has totally given up fishing, 
declaring its waters a marine sanctuary. The results are spectacular and there has been an 
explosion of fish life – an example to those still heavily fishing surrounding waters. Scuba 
divers now flock to the area providing valuable income for the local inhabitants.

In the ocean deeps are huge schools of pelagic fish. Sea mounts act as magnets for undersea 
life and at these ocean outposts just about anything can happen. And remotest of all, 
Clipperton Island, long since uninhabited save for millions of land crabs and boobies, 
has a bizarre human history of murder, insanity and abandonment. Forgotten by all but 
fishermen, Clipperton’s undersea hierarchy is headed not by sharks, but by moray eels.
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